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Welcome to the ISOM

The International School of Ministry (ISOM) is the largest multidenominational, video-based Bible school in the world, providing
undergraduate and graduate-level biblical education in ministry and the marketplace. ISOM is known for its ethnic diversity with over 85
languages available, with more than 20,000 schools joining the ISOM community from 150 countries. Our world-class faculty includes
nearly 100 ministers and marketplace leaders.
Since its founding by Dr. Berin Gilfillan in 1994, ISOM has equipped students to be leaders with a mind for academic study and a heart for
the Gospel. ISOM is a global leader that promotes the local church and prepares students for the challenges and opportunities of ministry
and marketplace leadership.
As an academic institution, ISOM offers students a pathway to earn associate, bachelor’s, and master’s degrees through partnering
institutions such as Vision International University (VIU), Covenant Theological Seminary (CTS), and Christian Leadership University (CLU).

WHAT PEOPLE ARE SAYING

The

potential

of

training

I believe that this vision for the

ISOM is preparing thousands

thousands of leaders from all

ISOM is of God. It will inspire

worldwide to bring forth the

over the world, via video, is

God’s people globally and stir

Word… and fruit that remains. I

awesome. We support this vision

them into action as never before.”

am very thrilled to be a part of it”.

— Joyce Meyer

— Reinhard Bonnke

— Marilyn Hickey

Joyce Meyer Ministries

Christ for All Nations

Marilyn Hickey Ministries Int’l

whole-heartedly.”

dr.

BERIN GILFILLAN

Dr. Berin Gilfillan is the founder and CEO of Good Shepherd Ministries, International, and creator
of the International School of Ministeries (ISOM). For more than three years he served as the
television producer for Reinhard Bonnke, documenting the miracles at Reinhard Bonnke’s
crusades in Africa. Seeing millions of people making decisions for Christ, without proper
discipleship to follow, inspired him to create the ISOM program.
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About the ISOM

Who we are

Our Mission

Our Vision

ISOM functions under a larger ministry

ISOM is committed to providing video

ISOM is committed to turning every

organization called Good Shepherd

content from mature five-fold ministry

possible local church in the world into

Ministries,

(GSMI).

instructors to help pastors to equip

a ministry training center and then

GSMI focuses on world missions and

their people for ministry work, both

into a church-planting center. ISOM

accomplishes its goals largely through

inside and outside the local church

aims to make high-quality teaching

church-based and online leadership

and through individual online study.

available and affordable to every

training. The headquarters is based in

ISOM translates its material into new

person on earth. ISOM strives to put

Southern California. A team of more

languages and licenses its content

that training into the mother tongues

than 20 serves schools and distributors

through many organizations to help

of every nation and to use the latest

all over the world.

multiply its impact all over the world.

technology to maximize its global

International

reach.

WHY CHOOSE US
ISOM is the world’s largest video-based Bible school for a good reason. With three degree programs available in many languages, ISOM
enables some of the best Christian instruction to be accessed by believers worldwide at a fraction of the cost of traditional Bible training
programs. Because of the quality of teaching and the stature of its instructors, ISOM is globally recognized as a leader in biblical instruction.
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Top Instructors

In Your Language

Flexibility

ISOM has recorded some of the world’s

Our recordings were done bilingually

ISOM provides tremendous flexibility

best instructors, including Joyce Meyer,

so that people can get training in over

to individual students, pastors, and

Perry Stone, John Bevere, Jack Hayford,

85 languages. We have both single-

church leaders in how they use ISOM

Marilyn Hickey, Reinhard Bonnke, T.L.

language and bilingual formats. ISOM

content. Students can start and pause

Osborn, Brian Houston, Bill Winston,

can teach more than 80% of the world’s

to accommodate any schedule. Make-

Gloria Copeland, and more.

population with its languages.

up and online review are also available.
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The Story of ISOM

The International School of Ministry concept began in the late 1980s while Dr. Berin Gilfillan was working as
the television producer for Evangelist Reinhard Bonnke. While filming documentaries alongside Reinhard, as he
ministered to millions of people mostly in Africa, Berin began to realize that there was a severe lack of training
material to help nurture and grow these new converts. Reinhard would bring salvation to hundreds of thousands of
people in each crusade, but a burning question remained, “who was going to help the pastors in the huge work of
discipling the great harvest of souls being won to Christ?”
Berin saw the need to create a training equivalent of the Jesus movie. He figured that if this had to be done from
scratch, why not use the greatest teachers on earth to do the instruction? He understood that nobody had ALL
the answers but that different ministers carried unique anointings, graces, and understandings. He brought these
teachers to a church before a live congregation and asked each one to share a life message or a life series of
messages with the global Body of Christ. In these videos, the instructor is teaching directly to the camera and
imparting to students their knowledge. They then were also asked to pray for their anointing and grace to transfer
into the lives of those being taught.
As you experience these teachings, students need to put a demand on the anointings that these ministry vessels
carry. We hear stories from around the world about how people are healed and filled with the Holy Spirit through
these powerful messages. Each anointing is different, and you can partake in them all. When prayer is taught,
an anointing to pray will manifest. When Reinhard Bonnke teaches you evangelism, you will gain a passion for
witnessing to others, and when the gifts of the Holy Spirit are taught, you will see them activated in your life. This
truly is life-transforming content, and God is using it worldwide to mature His Church.
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Timeline
1986
Work with CfaN

1991
GSMI Founded

1995
ISOM begins

2004
WOW begins

2005
YouthBytes begins

2010
CDBOKS begins

2015

Berin worked as the Television Producer at Christ for all Nations (CfaN) where he produced 11
documentaries about the ministry work of Reinhard Bonnke, including A Blood-Washed Africa,
Something to Shout About, and The Malawi Miracle.
During his time at Fuller Theological Seminary studying under such professors as Dr. C. Peter
Wagner, Berin and his wife Lisa created Good Shepherd Ministries, International (GSMI). He took
his family to the mission field in Nigeria, where they started 140 video Bible schools with over
4,000 students, and they also pioneered a preschool that is still in existence to this day.
GSMI filmed its primary video material, known as the ISOM Core, with over 160 hours of content
from teachers such as Joyce Meyer, T.L. Osborn, John Bevere, Jack Hayford, Marilyn Hickey,
Reinhard Bonnke, and many more. These productions were filmed before a live church audience
at Cottonwood Church in Los Alamitos, California pastored by Bayless Conley.
Lisa Gilfillan created the Women of the World, a curriculum designed to equip, edify and encourage
women in their strategic positions in the Global Church. The primary video material was filmed
at the Rock Church and World Outreach Center in San Bernardino, California pastored by Jim and
Deborah Cobrae.
Berin partnered with Chad Daniel (who worked as Television Producer for Joyce Meyer Ministries)
to co-create YouthBytes, a Curriculum for Teens which airs weekly on Daystar Television®. Filmed
all over the world, Chad uses the globe as his prop to give modern-day parables that commincate
the timeless truth of God’s Word.
Berin and Lisa partnered with the famous medical missionary Dr. Daniel Fountain to record a
Community Development curriculum called CDBoks (Building Others through Knowledge and
Service). Topics included how to get clean water, developing self-sustaining agriculture and even
how to deliver a child into the world in places where there is no doctor.
Berin teamed up with Dr. Bruce Cook to record Marketplace Module. A large number of the original
recordings were filmed during the annual Kingdom Congressional International Alliance (KCIA) in
Tukwilla, Washington. Other marketplace material was then added from 20 nations.

Marketplace Module
begins

As far as I know, the development of
this curriculum is the most important
thing happening on the earth for the
kingdom of God today.”
— T.L. Osborn
Osborn Ministries International
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Languages

ISOM is proud to represent the top 27 languages spoken around the world, ranked by the total number of speakers, according to estimates
in the 2017 edition of the Ethnologue. ISOM has the largest availability of languages listed by the largest percentage of unreached people
groups, according to the Joshua Project. Unreached is defined as few evangelicals and few who identify as Christians. Little, if any, history
of Christianity. The criteria are under 2% as Evangelicals and under 5% are professing Christians.

Code Language

Code Language

American Sign Language

25

Hebrew

76

Serbian

0

English

26

Mongolian

77

Ewe

1

Arabic

27

Zulu

78

Luganda (Ganda)

2

Mandarin

28

Turkish

80

Bhojpuri

2

Simplified Chinese

29

Uzbeck

81

Maithili

2

Traditional Chinese

31

Odia (Oriya)

82

Dari

3

Persian (Farsi)

35

Burmese

83

Pashto

4

French

36

Hindi

85

Ilocano

5

German

37

Karen

86

Sundanese

6

Malayalam

38

Afrikaans

87

Chewa (Chichewa)

7

Indonesian

40

Italian

88

Croatian

8

Portuguese

41

Nepali

92

Haitian Creole

9

Russian

42

Tamil

93

Western Armenian

10

Japanese

43

Swahili

94

Gujarati

11

Thai

44

Eastern Armenian

95

Bemba

13

Vietnamese

45

Cebuano

97

Hmong (Mong)

14

Telugu

46

Greek

98

Samoan

15

Spanish

49

Igbo

99

Malagasy

16

Korean

50

Twi

100

Tahitian

17

Tagalog

52

Bengali

102

Fon

18

Albanian

55

Cantonese

103

Swazi (Swati)

19

Romanian

62

Urdu

104

Iban

20

Yoruba

66

Bambara

105

Somali

21

Hungarian

70

Quechua

106

Tok Pisin

22

Cambodian

71

Lingala

107

Tibetan

23

Amharic

74

Slovak

108

Central Kurdish (Sonari)

24

Polish

75

Czech

109

Tigrinya

Code Language

85+

350k

LANGUAGES

STUDENTS
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Countries

ISOM works with regional centers in over 150 countries around the world to train the Body of Christ. No other Bible School has the global
reach of ISOM, because of its unique availability in the most significant number of languages spoken on earth.

Countries

Countries

Countries

Countries

Countries

China

Kenya

Mali

Jordan

New Zealand

India

Spain

Syria

Belarus

Central African Republic

United States

Argentina

Kazakhstan

United Arab Emirates

Oman

Indonesia

Ukraine

Chile

Honduras

Mauritania

Brazil

Uganda

Zambia

Tajikistan

Croatia

Pakistan

Algeria

Netherlands

Serbia

Kuwait

Nigeria

Sudan

Guatemala

Austria

Panama

Bangaladesh

Iraq

Ecuador

Switzerland

Moldova

Russia

Poland

Zimbabwe

Israel

Georgia

Mexico

Canada

Cambodia

Papua New Guinea

Puerto Rico

Japan

Morocco

Senegal

Togo

Bosnia & Herzegovina

Ethiopia

Afghanistan

Chad

Sierra Leone

Uruguay

Philippines

Saudi Arabia

Somalia

Hong Kong

Mongolia

Egypt

Peru

Guinea

Bulgaria

Armenia

Vietnam

Venezuela

South Sudan

Laos

Albania

Germany

Uzbekistan

Rwanda

Paraguay

Jamaica

Democratic Republic of the

Malaysia

Tunisia

El Salvador

Lithuania

Congo

Angola

Cuba

Libya

Qatar

Iran

Mozambique

Belgium

Nicaragua

Namibia

Turkey

Nepal

Benin

Lebanon

Botswana

Thailand

Ghana

Greece

Kyrgyzstan

Lesotho

United Kingdom

Yemen

Bolivia

Turkmenistan

The Gambia

France

Madagascar

Haiti

Denmark

Republic of Macedonia

Italy

Australia

Burundi

Singapore

Slovenia

Tanzania

Ivory Coast

Dominican

Finland

Gabon

South Africa

Cameroon

Republic

Slovakia

Latvia

Myanmar

Taiwan

Czech Republic

Norway

Guinea-Bissau

South Korea

Niger

Portugal

Congo

Fiji

Colombia

Sri Lanka

Sweden

Costa Rica

Samoa

Romania

Azerbaijan

Ireland

Burkina Faso

Hungary

Liberia

150+
COUNTRIES

Malawi

20k
SCHOOLS
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Certificates and Degrees

ISOM is organized into two major methods of study: individual online study and church-led group study. ISOM offers students using both
methods a pathway to an associate, bachelor’s, or master’s degree. Students outside the USA can also obtain a Certificate and a Diploma.
AVAILABLE PROGRAMS OF STUDY
•

•

Certificate Programs
•
Certificate of Biblical Studies
•
Diploma of Biblical Studies
Associate Degrees
•
Associate of Ministry (A.Min.)
•
Associate of Biblical Studies (A.B.S.)

•
•

Bachelor’s Degree
•
Bachelor of Ministry (B.Min.)
Master’s Degree
•
Master of Ministry (M.Min)

CERTIFICATE OF BIBLICAL STUDIES
The Certificate of Biblical Studies offers students an opportunity to complete a short-term non-degree program. At least the first three
trimesters of the ISOM Core must be completed.

DIPLOMA OF BIBLICAL STUDIES
The Diploma of Biblical Studies offers students an opportunity to complete a short-term non-degree program. At least all five trimesters
of the ISOM Core must be completed.

ASSOCIATE DEGREE
ISOM has partnered with the following institutions to offer an associate degree: Vision International University(VIU), Covenant Theological
Seminary (CTS), and Christian Leadership University (CLU). At least all five trimesters of the ISOM Core must be completed.
The following associate degree is offered through VIU:
•
Associate of Ministry (A.Min.)
The following associate degree is offered through CTS and CLU:
•
Associate of Biblical Studies (A.B.S.)

BACHELOR’S DEGREE
Bachelor’s degrees are constructed of two interrelated areas: (1) the ISOM Core component, which is the basis for all degrees and (2) an
additional five Modules from the bachelor’s studies component. These bachelor’s modules explore a specific area of ministry or capture the
deeper teachings of a single ministry leader.
The following bachelor’s degree is offered through VIU, CTS, and CLU:
•
Bachelor of Ministry (B.Min.)
Requirements for a Bachelor’s Degree:
1. Completion of the ISOM Core, which is the first five Trimesters ISOM has to offer.
2. Completion of five additional modules, chosen from the 13 modules listed in this catalog.
3. A 70% passing grade per module and an 80% attendance record.

TRANSFER CREDIT
Student’s who hold an associate level of training from other institutions may submit that credit to be transferred into their ISOM studies
and applied to their bachelor’s program. Transfer credit must be legitimate and is at the discretion of the ISOM Grades department. There
is a $100 transfer fee.

ACADEMIC CATALOG
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Master’s Degree

The Master of Ministry program offers an in-depth theological academic study that prepares students who may elect future advanced
research, coupled with new modules that help nurture the student’s spiritual, personal, and vocational goals.
The degree requires completion of the ISOM Core (5 Trimesters), completion of 5 modules for bachelor’s studies (not previously taken),
and completion of three additional modules for master’s studies (not previously taken), completion of nine five-page book reports, and
completion of a 25-page master’s thesis.
Book Reports:
A total of nine book reports are due during the master’s program. There will be a five-page book report required for each book.

Rebuilding the
Real You

Visionary
Leadership

Grace: The DNA
of God

Jack Hayford

Stan DeKoven

Tony Cooke

The Team
Method of
Church Planting

Spiritual
Leadership

The Transparent
Leader II

Jim Feeney

J. Oswald Sanders

Dwight L. Johnson

The Missions
Addiction

So What’s the
Difference?

Followership

David Shibley

Fritz Ridenour

Jim Cobrae

Thesis:
A student may enroll for their master’s thesis only when that student has attained candidacy status for the master’s degree:
A thesis is a written product of the study of a significant problem or specific ministry direction. It clearly identifies the problem, states the
major assumptions, explains the significance of the undertaking, sets forth the sources for and methods of gathering information, analyzes
the data, and offers a conclusion or recommendation. The finished product must evidence originality, critical and independent thinking,
appropriate organization and format, and thorough documentation.
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ISOM Core

The ISOM Core offers students an opportunity to complete a short-term associate degree-level program to meet a wide range of goals,
from training for a specific church or para-church ministry to personal and spiritual enrichment. The ISOM Core is designed for ministry and
marketplace leaders looking for new ways to impact their congregation, community, and calling.
THE CURRICULUM
The ISOM Core offers churches and students a lot of flexibility in how the program is implemented. Classes can be conducted according
to a schedule that fits the calendar of each local church. The ISOM consists of 35 courses that support a church’s ministry and vocational
goals. Individual students can take classes in any order they choose and set their own pace for their studies.
IS THE ISOM CORE RIGHT FOR YOU?
The ISOM Core is the first five Trimesters of study and is foundational to all ongoing programs. It is a good fit for any person looking to go
deeper with God and be better prepared and able to serve in their church. If you are passionate about ministry studies and looking for a
pathway to bachelor’s and master’s programs, this ISOM Core curriculum will be a cornerstone to your spiritual growth. Many people also
take the ISOM Core simply to get a Diploma and become more mature in their walk with God.

TRIMESTER 1
Foundations of the Faith is an outstanding New Believers class designed to strengthen Christians in the faith. Bayless Conley lays down a
basic doctrinal foundation for growth and maturity. Enter a new life of Supernatural Living and discover how to operate in all nine gifts of
the Holy Spirit. Dr. A.L. Gill will help you to establish a new, intimate relationship with the Holy Spirit and fan these gifts into flame. In the
New Testament Survey, you will get an overview of the Gospels, Acts, Epistles, and Revelation. With over 40 years of teaching on the subject,
Foursquare missions committee member Dr. John Amstutz covers Matthew through Revelation. Worship pioneer LaMar Boschman will
invigorate your worship life, changing forever the way you experience Praise and Worship. The Fear of the Lord is the key to the treasures of
salvation, wisdom, and knowledge. In this course, John Bevere will challenge you to reverence God in a way that will transform your daily
life.

Foundations
of the Faith

Supernatural
Living

New Testament
Survey

Bayless Conley

Dr. A.L. Gill

Dr. John Amstutz

Praise and
Worship

Fear of the Lord

Dr. LaMar
Boschman

John Bevere

ACADEMIC CATALOG
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ISOM Core
TRIMESTER 2

In Power of Prayer, Dr. Eastman will teach you how prayer can unlock every closed door and open the way for the Gospel to be proclaimed.
This will lay a strong foundation for prayer in your life, And he will inspire you in this course, and he is a man who lives what he teaches as
he prays daily for every nation of the world. Dr. Buddy Bell teaches believers how to function as the disciples of Jesus did–in the Ministry
of Helps. A must-see for lay leadership in the church, he explains amusingly on an incredibly important subject. Dr. Christopher GornoldSmith educates on fundamental concepts rather than via a book-by-book study in this Old Testament Survey. This course will unlock many
secrets of the entire Bible for you. Dr. Terry Law will break down the Essence of the Gospel. The relevant topics cover what every believer
gains through the cross, how to overcome tragedy, the function of angels, and the key to releasing your faith. Bayless Conley imparts a clear
biblical understanding in Jesus, Our Healer Today. This course examines healing from many different angles and will convince any sincere
believer that healing is part of the atonement and that God still wants to heal people today. Dr. Bill Winston will show you how Living by Faith
leads to victory in Jesus Christ. Let the biblical truths shared in this course teach you how to embrace and enjoy the life of faith.

Power of Prayer

Ministry of
Helps

Old Testament
Survey

Dr. Dick Eastman

Dr. Buddy Bell

Dr. Christopher
Gornold-Smith

Essence of the
Gospel

Jesus, Our
Healer Today

Living by Faith

Dr. Terry Law

Bayless Conley

Dr. Bill Winston

BOOKS AVAILABLE FOR PURCHASE
Unlocking the Abraham Promise

Pursuing Maturity

by Dr. Berin Gilfillan

by Dr. Berin Gilfillan

There is a promise in the Scriptures that is

The goal of God for every Christian is to “grow

available to all Christians. It will bring about

up” and become like Christ. We all know what a

fruitfulness, blessings and triumphant living.

mature individual looks like. This book is about

The highest oath in the universe backs it, and it

the pursuit of maturity on the road to a life of

is waiting to be unlocked

success, purpose, and fruitfulness.

“You will gain a deeper understanding of who you are, as God’s powerful

“This is a must-read for anyone who wants to go beyond the average Christian

promise and hundredfold blessing to you are unlocked!”

life, into a life full of adventure, and fulfillment with God.”
— Dr. Marilyn Hickey

— John Bevere
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ISOM Core
TRIMESTER 3

In Introduction, ISOM founder Dr. Berin Gilfillan shares seven strategic areas of multiplication growth in the local church. Dr. Stan DeKoven
will enhance the teaching process of Church-Based Training. Larry Stockstill shares practical suggestions on how Cell Groups should be
structured. Learn the secrets of Power Evangelism from one of the most fruitful evangelists in the world today, Dr. Reinhard Bonnke. Dr. Jack
Hayford deals with the profound issue of Leader’s Integrity. David Shibley trains tens of thousands of leaders each year worldwide, giving
him a unique qualification to cover Leadership Vision. Dr. Jim Feeney shares the biblical pattern that can help the local church with Church
Planting in Teams. Bayless Conley returns once again to share practical insights on Being Led by the Holy Spirit.

Introduction

Church-Based
Training

Cell Groups

Dr. Berin Gilfillan

Dr. Stan DeKoven

Larry Stockstill

Power
Evangelism

Leader’s
Integrity

Leadership
Vision

Dr. Reinhard
Bonnke

Dr. Jack Hayford

Dr. David Shibley

Church Planting
in Teams

Being Led by
the Spirit

Promise Keeper

Dr. Jim Feeney

Bayless Conley

Dr. Ed Cole

Altar Call

The “father of the Christian men’s movement” Dr. Edwin Cole, shares biblical insights
revolutionize your home and transform your life by being a Promise Keeper. Every week, the

Jim Cobrae

leaders of the 10,000-member Rock Church that Jim Cobrae founded close their service with
an Altar Call. This results in roughly 200 decisions for Christ every week.

CERTIFICATE OF BIBLICAL STUDIES
The Certificate of Biblical Studies offers students an opportunity to complete a short-term
non-degree program. It is issued only after the completion of the first three Trimesters.
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ISOM Core
TRIMESTER 4

Dr. Joyce Meyer shares the revelation God gave her, that we have Wilderness Mentalities, an outlook that keeps us from making progress and
experience victory in our lives. To conquer this mindset we need a new way of thinking. Hillsong senior pastor, Brian Houston shares his
ministry success by Developing Leaders. These powerful principles show how the heart of a leader determines their ultimate effectiveness.
Billy Hornsby trained thousands of Cell Group Leaders, in this course he gives some practical advice on how to lead a small group. Few
people are as qualified as he to speak on the subject of Reconciliation than Dr. A.R. Bernard. This course goes more in-depth than race
and ethnicity; it also deals with natural and spiritual origins, as well as divine destiny. Using lively anecdotes and amusing visual aids,
Ray Comfort presents the radical approach of Personal Evangelism, leading lost souls, unrepentant sinners, and backsliders to genuine
repentance. Dean Sherman discusses how Spiritual Warfare is a part of everyone’s life, equipping you with strategies to counter the enemy.
Authority and Forgiveness will help you gain a better understanding of God’s divine authority. John Bevere exposes one of Satan’s most
deceptive snares used to pull believers out of God’s will: the trap of offense. Dr. Marilyn Hickey shares the key to Spiritual Breakthrough, being
effective in every area of your life through the promises in the Bible.

Wilderness
Mentalities

Developing
Leaders

Cell Group
Leaders

Dr. Joyce Meyer

Brian Houston

Billy Hornsby

Reconciliation

Personal
Evangelism

Spiritual
Warfare

Dr. A.R. Bernard

Ray Comfort

Dean Sherman

Authority and
Forgiveness

Spiritual
Breakthrough

John Bevere

Dr. Marilyn Hickey
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ISOM Core
TRIMESTER 5

Dr. T.L. Osborn teaches on the Christ Connection, linking the Jesus of the Gospels to the Jesus in you! The essential truths enable Christ to
continue His ministry through believers today, come from the culmination of over 64 years of world ministry. Wayne Myers dares you to trust
God, and experience the miraculous provision of God that comes from Living to Give. Dick Benjamin teaches on the calling and conduct of
the office of Biblical Eldership. Willie George shares the heart of his insights on gearing local churches to Reaching a New Generation, from
someone who has set an international standard for ministry to kids and teens. Jim Wideman shares the principles of Managing for Tomorrow,
which helped build the incredible children’s program at Church on the Move. This course will help you with areas as time management, goal
setting, and problem-solving. Blaine Bartel shares the practical principles of Ministering to Youth that made Fire-by-Nite so effective.

Christ
Connection

Living to Give

Biblical
Eldership

Dr. T.L. Osborn

Wayne Myers

Dick Benjamin

Reaching a New
Generation

Managing for
Tomorrow

Ministering to
Youth

Willie George

Jim Wideman

Blaine Bartel

ASSOCIATE DEGREE IN BIBLICAL STUDIES
An Associate of Biblical Studies is a two-year degree program available from the following partnering institutions: Vision International
University (VIU), Covenant Theological Seminary (CTS), and Christian Leadership University (CLU). At least all five trimesters of the ISOM
Core must be completed.
Degree Requirement — Quick Facts
•

160 hours to complete ISOM Core

•

Trimesters are typically completed in 14–16-week blocks.

•

Complete an Associate Degree in less than two years.

•

Generous transfer credit policies with VIU, CTS, and CLU.

FURTHER STUDIES
Classes taken from the ISOM Core can be used towards a bachelor’s or master’s degree. Choose from 13 other modules relating to Ministry
and Marketplace Leadership. Possible module topics include Ministry, Maturity, Women of the World Essential, Marketplace Module
Standard 1, Career and Workplace Success, Messianic, Messenger International, Miracle Living, Spiritual Intimacy, Understanding Islam,
Christian Apologetics, Nation-2-Nation, and Apostolic-Prophetic.
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Ministry

This module is for students interested in furthering their ministry training. Learn from veteran ministers and missionaries as they pour their
hearts into these practical sessions. You will be presented with wisdom, knowledge, and Spirit-led insight ranging from how to prepare a
sermon to how to minister in a relevant and godly way. This module can be used toward a bachelor’s or master’s degree.

COURSE DESCRIPTIONS
Dr. Berin Gilfillan shares how he gained personal victory over the thoughts of the carnal mind and how you too can begin Conquering the
Sin Nature. John Bevere shares his success in The Heart of Ministry, bringing Jesus to people. John Burns shares the biblical leadership
principles we can learn from the giant bird of prey and begin to be Renewed Like the Eagles. Dr. Gilbert Bilezikian teaches the biblical and
theological sound role of women, affirming full equality of Community and Gender in family and church. Dr. Brick Cliff provides pastors with
the tools of Dynamic Preaching, which contains the burning truth of God into people’s hearts. Father and son team, Dr. Keith and Jeremy
Hazell lay down Prophetic Foundations, quelling any fears or misconceptions about the prophetic. Dr. P.G. Vargis shares the Practical Points
for Ministry he’s learned as one of the most prolific church planters throughout India for over 40 years. Dr. Mark Virkler gives practical advice
on how Hearing God’s Voice, for those who have found it hard to hear God or perhaps never have.
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Maturity

The Maturity Module has the world’s top speakers, pastors, psychologists, and authors to speak on much-needed topics for the mature
Christian to grow in their walk with Christ. This module can be used toward a bachelor’s or master’s degree.

COURSE DESCRIPTIONS
Dr. Lance Wallnau explores the Seven Mountain Strategy, the strategic areas of influence in society, which shape the culture of every nation.
Dr. David Sumrall will guide you through the difficult route where you can begin Navigating Betrayal, and how you can recognize and overcome
disloyalty in your life and ministry. Phil Pringle teaches on the power of Leadership Principles in this modern age through the Holy Spirit. Dr.
Doug Weiss heads one of the largest clinics in the nation that deals with Sexual Wholeness and Healing. Deborah Smith-Pegues will guide you
on how to use your words positively, how to walk in the confidence God has for us, and Confronting Life’s Issues in a biblical way. Dr. Doug
Weiss will show you the way God intended marriage to be through an understanding of The Marriage Trinity. Robert Morris will encourage
and challenge the way you think about generosity and living a full, Blessed Life. In the final course, you will learn how to receive and maintain
deliverance and healing through God’s Cleansing Stream, with Chris Hayworth, Raymont Petitt, and Chad Daniel.
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Messenger

Messenger Module comprises of the top three teachings from John Bevere. These teachings have impacted millions of people worldwide
through discipleship studies, leadership development initiatives, traveling and speaking publishing, and anti-trafficking/humanitarian work.
This module can be used toward a bachelor’s or master’s degree.

Extraordinary
In this course, John Bevere presents compelling scriptural truths that will position you to step into the unknown
and embrace the empowerment of God’s grace. These sessions are the road map to your journey of transformation.
The power to live an exceptional life is not defined by your family, education, or occupation; it’s a disposition of
the heart. You are marked for greatness, so begin pursuing the extraordinary!

Driven by Eternity
In this course, John Bevere uses an eye-opening allegory and great Scripture to unveil how our daily choices
shape our eternal existence. Life beyond the final breath is much more than a destination. Don’t wait until it’s too
late. Discover your God-given destiny and make your life count both today and forever.

Breaking Intimidation
Don’t let fear hold you back! Shake-free from depression, hopelessness, and confusion, and walk in a new
boldness and confidence in the power of Jesus Christ. In this course, John Bevere exposes the root of intimidation,
challenges you to break its fearful grip, and teaches you to release God’s gifts and establish His dominion in your
life.

JOHN BEVERE
John Bevere and his wife Lisa are the founders of Messenger
International, an organization established to teach, reach, and
rescue. A minister and best-selling author, John delivers messages
of uncompromising truth with boldness and passion. He desires to
support the local church and resource leaders regardless of location,
language, or financial position. To this end, his resources have been
translated into over 90 languages, and millions of copies have been
given away to pastors and leaders worldwide.
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WOW Essential

Women of the World Essential was developed to equip, edify, and encourage women in in their strategic positions in the Global Church. This
content contains relevant training for both to men and women. This module can be used toward a bachelor’s or master’s degree.

COURSE DESCRIPTIONS
Dr. Lisa Gilfillan shares how Overcoming Disappointment will set you free and begin the process of being healed, both emotionally and
physically. Christine Caine will help you overcome the challenges of life and start Rising to Your Potential. Gloria Copeland shares the keys
to Divine Healing that God has given to all Christians. Pat Harrison shares her experience in operating in the Ministry of the Holy Spirit, by
learning more about the third person of the Trinity. Former Miss America Cheryl Salem shares about her experience in Overcoming Grief after
the loss of her daughter and her subsequent battle with cancer. Dr. Marilyn Hickey shares from the Scriptures, but also from her experience
as a mother, on God’s Plan for Your Family.

dr.
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Dr. Lisa Gilfillan
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LISA GILFILLAN

Dr. Lisa Gilfillan is an American businesswoman, speaker, educator,
and minister. She is the creator of Women of the World. She also cofounded Good Shepherd Ministries International with her husband, Dr.
Berin Gilfillan. She founded Monty’s Montessori Academy in Calimesa,
California and currently runs two early childhood Montessori centers
with close to 200 children. She also is the creator of the Community
Development program CDBoks, which is a curriculum designed to help
lift people out of poverty.She not only has a strong prophetic gift but
ministers with great humor. She is a popular minister and international
speaker.
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WOW Essential

Husband and wife John and Helen Burns speak on the Generational Blessings in marriage, family, and relationships. Dr. Joyce Meyer gives
practical advice on how to overcome the daily Difficulties in Leadership. As a songwriter, minister, and mother, Darlene Zschech teaches
on living life from a position of Women in Worship. Dr. Judy Bauer will help equip you with tools to effectively Becoming a Minister. ISOM
founders, Drs. Berin and Lisa Gilfillan lay out the strategy of men and women working side by side, through The Esther Message. Barbara
Peters explains The Nine Principles of War are to key to finding victory when facing spiritual warfare. Gaby Wentland shares the Miracles she
has seen in her years on the mission field with Christ for All Nations, working with Reinhard Bonnke.
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Marketplace Module std 1

Marketplace Module Standard takes the Seven Mountain mandate further, to show how favor, success, and influence work practically
through the lives of numerous entrepreneurs from 20 different nations. Discover how to fulfill your marketplace assignment through the
principles they share. This module can be used toward a bachelor’s or master’s degree.

COURSE DESCRIPTIONS
Ethics in the Marketplace will help you to change the culture of corruption in society. Graham Power shares his one-of-a-kind story of making
an impact through business success and community service, both locally and internationally. His experience running the Power Group,
one of Africa’s leading construction firms, helped him to launch the Unashamedly Ethical campaign to transform society by taking a stand
for ethics. The solution to corruption is The Journey to National Transformation. Through God’s grace, biblical tools, and understanding, we
can deal with our faults. Patrick Kuwana will help you to commit to personal transformation, and God will help you to transform marriages,
families, organizations, communities, cities, and nations. The Economics of Mutuality approaches management that not only benefits the
company but is a driving factor behind the motivation of employee jobs and communities. Bruno Roche shares how changing the corporate
mentality to focus on equality amongst all parts of the business will ensure that each portion of the supply chain is taken care of. To
steward success, you take on the mindset to begin Managing by Character Jim Cobrae explains how God is looking for: spirituality, humility,
and integrity. To manage what God has given us, we must live by biblical standards to control our character. To reach outside the four
walls of the church, pastors must begin Shepherding Business and Marketplace Leaders within their congregation. Frank Lopez shows how
effectively pastoring marketplace leaders enables their talents. Churches can spread their influence to the community and promote the
Kingdom to society. Best-selling author Os Hillman will help you in Understanding Your Purpose to set yourself up for success in ministry and
life. Have you ever thought, “What does God want me to do with my life?”
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Marketplace Module std 1

COURSE DESCRIPTIONS

Os Hillman will help you in Receiving Your Inheritance from the Lord. He shares many personal examples and the biblical basis for accepting
their legacy. Discover why many fail, why Satan will attack you, and how to ensure you receive your inheritance. Reforming the Marketplace is
stewardship, that is based on God’s Kingdom and not the World Financial System. As business professionals, we must lead by righteousness
and justice not Mammon, wealth not riches, people not treasures. The purpose of Economic, Social, and Environmental Business is to model
and extend the kingdom of God. Even as business professionals, we can use our influence to minister and transform our communities. To
fulfill this undertaking, businesses must embody the Kingdom Enterprise of helping “the least.” Jackie Seeno explains how the marketplace
can be used to fulfill the Great Commission. Intellectual property strategist John Anderson explains that Discipling the Nations through
Business goes beyond discipling individuals, and it goes to the heart of the Great Commission, we have yet to “disciple all nations.” By having
leaders learn God’s way, they can fight systemic oppression through accountability and the rule of law. As an entrepreneur whose company
combats poverty through trade Ram Gidoomal often asks Global Business: Am I My Brother’s Keeper? When dealing with a global business,
we must question how moral it is, not just whether it is legal or not. As Christian business leaders, we must do more to address poverty.
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Marketplace Module std 1

COURSE DESCRIPTIONS

In Ousting Babylon from the Marketplace, multi-corporation CEO Dave Hodgson lays out a strategic vision to create “Sheep Nations” as
portrayed by Jesus in Matthew 25. With over 25 years of experience on the frontline of Kingdom business, Hodgson explains how he built
a $100 million business and how to attract the favor of God in your business. Robert Benedict shares How to Strategically Prepare for Any
Negotiation, with experience from over 30 years in this fast-paced, highly interactive course using a systematic, three-phased approach
to prepare for any negotiation. This course will help you to achieve identifiable, measurable results. Mental health professional Dr. Gayle
Rogers teaches strategic Intercession in the Marketplace, team-based prayer for your business. By blending our spiritual lives with our
business, we will have the keys to Kingdom business, changing the very workplace culture by changing mindsets The Nehemiah People are
those who can reform businesses and transform the status quo. Paul Cuny details the life of Nehemiah, and how he rebuilt Jerusalem, so
too you can rebuild the Marketplace. Dave Hodgson explains the importance of Relating to Pastoral Covering as a business leader. To build
God’s Kingdom and create “Sheep Nations,” business professionals must come under the covering of the local church. Award-winning
speaker and best-selling author Dr. Jörg Knoblaugh passes on the knowledge of How to Choose the Right Employees. The most successful
companies in the world share one thing in common: finding and keeping the best employees.
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Marketplace Module std 1

COURSE DESCRIPTIONS

U.S. Navy veteran Gordon Bradshaw will help enable you to find your Authority in the Marketplace. The kingdoms of this world will become the
kingdoms of Christ, with the mantle of Misrah Jesus endows us with, we can restore the Seven Mountains for the kingdom of God. Former
apparel CEO Walt Pilcher explains that The Five-Fold Effect in the Marketplace is a revolutionary approach to organizational leadership. When
you use your apostolic, prophetic, evangelistic, teaching, and pastoral gifts while working together under the Holy Spirit’s guidance, your
business or church taps into supernatural resources leading to immense potential success. Coca-Cola executive Dr. Ed Turose shares his
insights of Marketing and the Keys to Success. Trusting a brand comes from serving people with your product or service. This hands-on series
will transform your business with practical insights. Erik Kudlis teaches the Practical Tips for Starting New Businesses he learned leaving
the educational field for the Marketplace, establishing a new occupation doesn’t require starting big or needing to burn bridges along the
way, rather God can multiply the small opportunities you have before you as He did with just five loaves and two fishes. Understanding
Business Cycles and Kingdom Purposes will help you to recognize the pattern of your calling. Former Shiite Muslim turned Christian pastor,
and businessman Mani Erfan shares his journey through seasons of trials, molding his character throughout. For every door of opportunity,
there are windows of wildernesses we must go through.
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Career & Workplace Success

This module will provide you with a process to get focused on your career path to prepare you for your future and the workplace. It was
designed around your behavioral style and will provide you with personal solutions to achieve your God-given assignment, destiny, and your
dreams. This module can be used toward a bachelor’s or master’s degree.

COURSE DESCRIPTIONS
Understanding Self and Others offers insight into your behavioral style and provides the training to understand the behavioral style of others
and how to get “in sync” to see higher levels of success. Vocational and Career Planning is a career tool that helps to match your behavioral
style with the right career clusters so you can identify those occupations that will allow you to be more productive in your future career, help
to identify the skill set needed for these careers, and how to gain real-world experience so you can land that perfect job. Preparing for the
Future will help prepare you for your future and help you find life’s direction. You will learn how to create a personal vision statement and
then identify six core areas of focus. Getting Focused to See Results helps prepare you to apply practical tools that will prepare you for your
future and achieve your assignment by creating a lifestyle of focus! Workplace Preparation Skills will help you gain an understanding of your
own identity and then apply this information to improve the soft skills needed in today’s workplace environment. Applying the Principles for
Success will provide you with the tools you need to become a better leader, plan a life of generosity, tap into the power of God, empowerment
of prosperity, how to bless others, become more productive and efficient, and considerations of living in the world as a child of the kingdom
of God.
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Jim Sanderbeck

The President of The Focus Life Institute. He

The founder and president of Rock Solid

is a Certified Behavioral Consultant. He served

Administrative Services and Partner of Focus Life

as a strategic planner for Uni-Lever, the largest

Institute. A former teacher, athletic coach, and

packaged goods company in the world and The

education administrator, he developed the first

Coca-Cola Company.

indoor experiential education center in the US.
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Messianic

This module is for students interested in furthering their ministry training. Learn from veteran ministers and missionaries as they pour their
hearts into these practical sessions. You will be presented with wisdom, knowledge, and Spirit-led insight ranging from how to prepare a
sermon to how to minister in a relevant and godly way. This module can be used toward a bachelor’s or master’s degree.

COURSE DESCRIPTIONS
Perry Stone and Bill Cloud reveal the Prophetic Mysteries of the Seven Feasts of Israel with Hebraic information about the prophetic fulfillment
of the feasts. Join Perry Stone and Bill Cloud in Unlocking Hebrew Mysteries, with an in-depth study on the shofar (ram’s horn) and the
tallit (prayer shawl), which prophetically conect things to come. To truly understand the concept of the rapture of the church, you must
understand The Ancient Jewish Wedding which is a picture of Christ’s return for his bride! Merging the sacred scriptures with Jewish history,
discover The Code of the Priest, where the Aaronic Priesthood was transferred to Jesus Christ at the cross! Breath of the Holies is filled
with incredible teaching on the secrets of Moses’ Tabernacle and Noah’s Ark. Perry Stone uncovers the Prophetic Discoveries Hidden in
God’s Seven Appointed Feasts into a fascinating study of the natural, spiritual, and prophetic meanings of the seven feasts, seldom taught
in Christian churches. In Enmity Between the Seeds, Bill Cloud will show you why God conceals truths within Scripture, what Cain and Abel
teach about the end days, what identifies the seed of the serpent, how the War on Terror may be shown at the beginning, and much more!
Israel and the Church have played a strategic role in the past but also will fulfill a prophecy in the future. Curt Landry provides a biblical
rejection of replacement theology.
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Miracle Living

The demand for more revelation teaching from Dr. A.L. Gill, lovingly referred to as “Papa Gill,” has been enormous – and now you get an
entire module taught in Papa Gill’s vintage supernaturally-natural style. This module can be used toward a bachelor’s or master’s degree.

New Creation Image

Authority and the Believer

Discover who why you are created to be!

God revealed His eternal purpose for

You will learn what it means “to be born

humanity when He said, “Let them

again.” This revelation of righteousness

have dominion!” You will walk in a new

will release you from defeating thoughts

boldness. You will live in victory over

of guilt, condemnation, inferiority, and

Satan and demon powers in your daily life

inadequacy to be conformed to the

and ministry.

image of Christ.

Prayer

Praise and Worship
This

course

reveals

God’s

eternal

Discover how you can release God’s will to

purpose for praise and worship. You will

be done on earth as it is in heaven. Through

be released into thrilling expressions

intercession, praying the Word, prayers of

of high praise as you enter into the

faith and agreement, you can change your

overwhelming presence of God.

life, and even the world.

God’s Provision for Healing
This course lays a solid foundation
which will release faith to receive or
minister healing effectively. It presents
the ministry of Jesus and the apostles
as a pattern for healing today.

dr.

A.L. GILL

His ministry Gill Ministries has an emphasis on the power and
supernatural gifts of the Holy Spirit. He has traveled to over 80
nations ministering to as many as 300,000 people in crusades. He
has authored 10 Bible Studies that are being used in Bible Schools
around the world. Previously he served as pastor at Lakewood
Church in Houston, TX, Executive Vice President with Charles and
Frances Hunter Ministries, and as the Administrative Assistant to
Ralph Wilkerson at Melodyland Christian Center.
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Spiritual Intimacy

Spiritual Intimacy Module is produced by Christian Leadership University (CLU) and taught solely by CLU President Dr. Mark Virkler. This
module has a unique approach where students will receive revelation, perception, and illumination from the Holy Spirit. Students wishing
to obtain a bachelor’s or master’s degree from CLU must complete this module. This module can be used toward a bachelor’s or master’s
degree.

How to Hear God’s Voice

Prayers That Heal the Heart

Discover the keys to hearing God’s voice.

Everything you need to experience deep

The reality of sitting down and having a

healing of your soul and spirit. Reveals all

long talk with the Lord. Don’t just have

the necessary elements, in great depth,

a theology that God loves you, actually

about how to practically heal all your heart

hear Him whisper words of love into your

wounds. Through it, you will be free, once

heart.

and for all.

Hear God Through Your Dreams

Spirit-Anointed Teaching

Gain God’s perspective and see how God

Designed

interprets dreams, and how to follow His

including parents, Sunday school teachers,

pattern. An organized “how to” approach

cell group leaders, pastors and educators

for dream interpretation, this course

in every field! This course will give you the

is easy-to-follow, and yields excellent

tools to become a Spirit-anointed trainer!

results.

How to Build a Winning Team
Maximize your success by honoring the
gifts of those around you. Discover what
kinds of individuals you should surround
yourself with. Explore team dynamics by
learning effective communication skills.

dr.

MARK VIRKLER

Dr. Mark Virkler has authored over 50 books including How to
Hear God’s Voice. He has traveled worldwide since 1984 teaching
Christian spirituality through his Communion With God seminar.
He has founded and pastored a church, as well as worked in a
variety of other pastoral roles from 1968 to the present. He is also
President of Communion With God Ministries, and he demonstrates
entrepreneurial leadership through his various businesses, whose
profits go to help fund worthy causes.

to

strengthen

all

teachers
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Understanding Islam

Understanding Islam Module will help mobilize, equip, and energize ministry to Muslims. These two modules were produced by i2 Ministries,
founded by Dr. Joshua Lingel. This module can be used toward a bachelor’s or master’s degree.

COURSE DESCRIPTIONS
Christian Apologetics to Islam is to equip the Christian to effectively engage in evangelism with Muslims through a deeper understanding of
the Islamic Worldview. Dr. Joshua Lingel discusses a response to those critical questions while assessing the origins and early development
of Islam. Radical Evangelism to Muslims means to love Muslims enough, to be a faithful witness to the gospel to them in our modern day.
Jay Smith communicates the reality of resurgent Islam, and it’s impact on the Church’s witness to the Muslim world. Christian and Islamic
Theological Issues presents a concise explanation of these two very different worldviews. A former Muslim, Dr. Sasan Tavassoli compares
the concepts of God, Man, Christ, and the Scriptures in each worldview, and explains how these differences can be confronted when
speaking with our Muslim neighbors.
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Christian Apologetics

Do you want to become an expert in Christian missions to Muslims? Then this course would greatly benefit you. Become an equipped
Christian to reach Muslims with the Gospel. This module can be used toward a bachelor’s or master’s degree.

COURSE DESCRIPTIONS
Loving God with all Your Mind presents a logical case for the role of the mind in spiritual transformation. J.P. Moreland will challenge you to
develop a Christian mind and to use your intellect to further God’s Kingdom through evangelism, apologetics, worship, and vocation. Billy
Graham said, “The Master Plan of Evangelism has had as great an impact on the cause of world evangelization in our generation.” Evidence
that Demands a Verdict addresses the trustworthiness of the Bible and offers historical evidence and supporting attestations for Jesus’
claim to divinity. Josh McDowell addresses “radical criticism” of the Bible and is devoted to quelling the voice of numerous skeptics,
including “a defense for the existence of miracles” and “answers to divergent worldview.”
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Nation-2-Nation

This module was produced by Nation-2-Nation Christian University (N2NCU), a subsidiary of WIN Ministries. This module can be used
toward a bachelor’s or master’s degree.

COURSE DESCRIPTIONS
In Marriage and the Family Stacy Cline thoroughly covers God’s plan for marriage from it’s definition and preparation to living in love, healthy
communication, and sexuality. In Suffering Loss, Stacy Cline provides the possibility to experience healing, find hope, and rediscover beauty
after the experience of devastating loss. Avoiding easy answers and trite Christian clichés, he shares life principles that were forged in
the fire of his own agonizing grief. The truth in Free by Divine Decree will set you free - free indeed. Paul Johansson takes you inside the
courtroom to witness how the case for your freedom was argued and decided. The final verdict from the Supreme Judge is that “in Christ”
you are righteous: not by achieving but by believing. Reaching Your Destiny discusses how you can discover and fulfill the specific destiny
that God has for your life. Dr. Brick Cliff draws not only from biblical examples but from his own real-world experiences in over 25 years of
ministry. Victorious Christian Living will help you find your way through the many pitfalls of life to a place of overcoming and victory. Dr. Brick
Cliff will teach you how to develop and mature into a robust and active follower of Christ through success in the many battles of life. The Art
of Leading Worship is an excellent beginner’s guide for the subject of worship and the worship service. Beginning with a strong foundation
regarding the motivation and heart of the worship leader, Dick Grout covers both the spiritual and the practical aspects of leading the people
of God into worship.
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dr.

BRICK CLIFF

Dr. Brick Cliff and his wife, Beth, have served as missionaries for 26 years in Africa, India, and in Latin America.
His thirty years of ministry have included: evangelism, church planting, starting and directing Bible schools,
pastoring churches in different countries, and starting three Christian film studios. In addition to being the
President of Nation-2-Nation Christian University, he is also the Founder and President of World Impact Now
Ministries.
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Apostolic-Prophetic

In the book of Ephesians, the Apostle Paul writes that the household of God is built on the foundation of the Apostles and Prophets with
Jesus Christ as the chief cornerstone. Dr. C. Peter Wagner was the one who taught ISOM’s founder, Dr. Berin Gilfillan about church planting
and church growth at Fuller Theological Seminary. Complementing Wagner in the prophetic arena was James Goll, one of the pioneers in
the modern age prophetic movement in the USA. We are thrilled to finally bring this new module to the Global Church. This module can be
used toward a bachelor’s or master’s degree.

COURSE DESCRIPTIONS
Dominion
Wealth
and Social
Transformation

In the final recording by church growth authority Dr. C. Peter Wagner, he offers how the
Church can transform society. He explains the full extent Jesus meant when sending us
to preach the gospel of the Kingdom, by taking dominion through social transformation,
changing nations through apostolic government, and receiving power from God.

Dr. C. Peter
Wagner

The Seer Class
James W. Goll

In this course, James W. Goll takes you on an exciting and insightful journey into this lesserknown dimension – the visionary world of the seer. You will discover the prophetic power of
dreams, visions, and life under open heavens. Find answers to such questions as: How does
visionary revelation happen? Can it be trusted? Where does it fit into the life of the church
today? Can any believer become a seer, or is this a prophetic dimension reserved for the
specially gifted? This course will move your heart and stir up your hunger for intimacy with
God, because “the seer’s goal is to reveal the man Christ Jesus!”

The Discerner
James W. Goll

Receiving revelation from God—it is something we all want! This class will teach you to
walk in the supernatural power and guidance of God, with confidence. Not only will you hear
Him better, but you’ll also gain clarity to avoid the traps of the enemy and discern the times
in which we live. Lessons include: Surrendering Your Senses to the Holy Spirit, Testing the
Spirits, The Spirit of Deception, Exposing Demonic Influences, Avoiding Common Pitfalls,
Revelation’s Ultimate Purpose, and more! As you work through these lessons and put them
into practice, you will grow in both receiving and discerning revelation so you can walk in the
fullness of what God has for you.
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